
Click on the image above to 
watch a video on how I print 

my anchor charts!

Hi teacher friend! I’m so excited that you have jumped 

on the printable/projectable anchor chart band 

wagon with me! The first couple of pages of this 

product are going to help walk you through how to use 

these interactive anchor charts. If you have any 

questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out and email 

me at thekinderheartedclassroom@gmail.com.

https://youtu.be/WEOQCEEZSuo


Print them:

project them:

Interactive white board:

I’ve included a video on the previous slide that you are welcome to 

watch. I personally called a  local drafting supply company. I asked 

them if they printed blueprints and specifically asked if they could 
print black and white prints on regular weighted paper. I also told 

them that I was a teacher. In the end, they were able to print each 

sheet for about $0.60 each. You can also upload these to your local 

office supply company: Staples, Kinkos, etc. I will say that these 

companies have been more expensive than the independent 
drafting supply company, but are still affordable. 

These can also be projected from a projector onto anchor chart 

paper and traced out. You could also project them onto a white 

board and trace them out onto the white board. 

Another option would be to use these on an interactive white 

board. You can use the pen tool to write the words in the boxes. 

Review games:
After you’ve introduced a few letters, remove all of the sticky notes, 

hang all of the anchor charts around the room, and then give each 

student the same number of sticky notes. Have them work to find the 
correct anchor chart and sticky their sticky notes on it.

Printing size:
The file is an 18 inch by 24 inch file size. This is the minimum size that 

you should print as the sticky note squares will not size correctly if the 

anchor charts are printed smaller.



Interactive with sticky notes


